
Our innovative and growing company is searching for experienced candidates for
the position of product manager, senior. We appreciate you taking the time to
review the list of qualifications and to apply for the position. If you don’t fill all of
the qualifications, you may still be considered depending on your level of
experience.

Responsibilities for product manager, senior

Works with the business prior to product launch to ensure the business is
ready to sell, implement, support and promote the new feature
Develop business requirements for new product and enhancements to
existing
Accurately segment the global market by various Customer needs, identify
unmet needs within those segments and create the business case to address
those needs, either through channel investments, new product development,
acquisitions or strategic partnerships
Strategize, plan, and prioritize market, product and clinical research that
identify and define opportunities to support and grow business
Actively participate with cross functional team including engineering,
sourcing, service and production to manage entire product line cycle and
maintain customer satisfaction and business objectives
Develop overarching strategic plan for the market launch, sales product
training, messaging, and positioning in coordination with Marketing
Communications Research and analyze business information to develop an
understanding of the industry and competitive environment
Actively seeks opportunities to grow the business through product line
extensions, portfolio expansion, geographical and channel expansion, or
operational/cost improvements to existing product portfolio
Conduct industry research through working directly with clients, prospects,
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Manages a team of Product Owners/Business Analysts and serves as a
mentor to them
Working with business teams to develop incentives for Sellers to take actions
that improve the customer experience

Qualifications for product manager, senior

2+ years in Product Management or Product Design role, with a
demonstrated history of managing complex projects and record of launching
successful products to market
Leading product development groups (within large scale programmes)
Demonstrated experience with partner and product management efforts in a
complex development cycle
Connect data points, research and other insights into a clear articulation of
needs and wants (derived from a variety of sources, including survey data,
qualitative research, industry analysis and benchmarking, customer
interviews, and internal data including logged and clickstream data)
Lead projects through the definitional stages, working to ensure that we’re
working to solve the right problem and have clearly articulated problem
statements and goals identified
Manage the backlog of smaller stakeholder wish-list items, working with
stakeholders to quantify the benefits and prioritize these items


